
Create Accurate, Usable, and 
Complete Documentations 
with Design Librarian

Enterprises across industries are seeking ways to operate more efficiently and accelerate digital transformation. Despite this, 
they continue to gather larger quantities and more diversified data than ever before and store them in siloed apps. During this 
process, enterprises are likely to confront case management challenges that require insight, responsiveness, and collaboration.

IBM Case Manager Software brings together information, processes, and people to offer a 360-degree perspective of case 
information and deliver optimized outcomes. However, enterprises are likely to face the below challenges if they utilize IBM 
Case Manager Software as a document or content repository: 

• Complexity 

• Lack of Overview

• Data Gathering Inefficiency

• Inaccuracy 

• Lack of Usability

• Change Management Difficulties

• Language Barriers

What We Offer
We, at Innova Solutions, a global IT services provider, focus on empowering our 
clients with Case Management Solutions that offer a comprehensive overview of 
information, data, and status essential for better and faster decision-making abilities. 

Design Librarian from Innova Solutions streamlines and automates the gathering, 
analysis, and documentation of IBM systems configuration information, enhancing 
its efficiency, accuracy, and capability to detect anomalies.

Unique Features
The unique features of Design 
Librarian that distinguishes itself  
as a solution include: 

• Agile Design for Rapid Build

• Easy to use and deploy

• Presence of a single source of 
information

• Managed, controlled, and 
secure.

• Span across Multiple 
environments and solutions

• Support Various formats and 
language options

Before Design Librarian Vs with Design 
Librarian?
Comparing the difference in scenarios before and with the installation of Design 
Librarian:

Before Design Librarian 

Documentation is accomplished as a one-time event. It is frequently out of date, missing, or the incorrect version. It is also 
difficult to understand how the solution is designed, configured, managed, or used. Documentation is predominantly stored in a 
project management repository separate from the core content repositories with manual correlation.



Our Global Footprint and 
Delivery Capabilities

With Design Librarian 
Documentation can be created whenever it is required, and it is always up-to-date, accurate, complete, comparable, 
and correlated with their respective content repositories. The relevant information is presented in an easy-to-understand 
manner, allowing you to quickly comprehend how it is designed, configured, deployed, and controlled.

www.innovasolutions.com

About Innova Solutions

Founded in 1998 and headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, Innova Solutions employs approximately 50,000 
professionals worldwide and reports an annual revenue approaching $3 Billion. Through our global delivery 
centers across North America, Asia, and Europe, we deliver strategic technology and business transformation 
solutions to our clients, enabling them to operate as leaders within their fields. 

Contact us at www.innovasolutions.com
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Why 
Innova Solutions ?

By considering Innova Solutions as a partner, you are choosing an enterprise who 
has shared a strategic partnership with IBM since 2015. The Innova Solutions team 
has resources with the necessary skills and required experience to help you make 
the most of your IBM technology investments. Our IBM Digital Transformation 
Services teams have been enabling clients globally in modernizing their IBM legacy 
systems and applications.

Innova’s distinguishing features in terms of IBM capabilities include:

• Presence of an IBM Center of Excellence and an experienced team of engineers 
and SMEs

• Several enterprise success projects over the past 10+ years

• Best-in-class cloud modernized technology & business solutions

• Expertise across various IBM Cloud Pak suite of products

• Global delivery and support

• Flexible engagement models adapted to your specific business requirements

7+ Years of IBM 
Partnership

200+ IBM  
Professionals

100+ Client Successes


